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1. Orthographic Projections

Investigative sketches of a candle holder. With Ana Quintero.
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2. Precedent Drawings

A study of the Eames Residence (1949, C. & R. Eames) based on found 
drawings, photographs and plans. With James Nanasca.
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3. Transformative Explorations

A chunk of the Eames Residence (1949, C. & R. Eames) selected for digital 
manipulation to create a new context. 
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Assignment 3
Transformative explorations
Eames House, 1949
Joy Olagoke

Charles and Ray Eames were curators of space, design, and 
experience.  The couple blurred the line between public and private 
space throughout their home.  This lack of division extended to the 
Eucalyptus grove surrounding their home.  The “chunk” I’ve chosen 
is a continuous living room wall that extends to the courtyard, past 
an exterior curtain wall division.

PLAN

Booleandifference

Mirror

double ROTATION

Original

ELEVATION

SECTION

Alley: 9th Ave / 8th street 
The Eames lived by the ideal of taking play seriously.  Here this tree-like structure is placed in an empty alley to 

encourage people to take a pause in their commute an play while climbing the structure.
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4. Site Mapping Immaterial Flows

Paying attention to the fragility of the sites we build on.
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Fragility Hypothesis

Joy Olagoke Assignment 4. Site Mapping: Immaterial Flows 

Shifting in permanence, weather changes (precipitation, snowfalls, etc.), every footprint, 
and bike tire leave marks on the site. These often minute changes to the environment do 
not leave readily visible marks but, their occurrence is no less important.

I then used charcoal to illustrate layered impacts on our site.
(Above and bottom right.)

Process

Various Site Textures

When one visits the site, even as we have on multi-
ple occasions, its fragility is not immediately noticed.  

However, over extensive time, it can be.

I laid plaster all over my wooden model to echo its  form.  Using plaster allowed me to rep-
resent the site’s fragility; it is not fixed and rigid like our original wooden replicas’ imply.

Deterioration
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5. Image Manipulations

A chosen image manipulated in various software. Afterwards the 
image found new meaning in a different environment.
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It is the mechanical systems that give our 
architecture life.  Here my image manipula-
tions have been transformed to expose the 
inner mechanisms of a bank vault.  The con-
tinuous lines and repatative geometry are 
suggestive of complexity and a secure code.  

Assignment 5. Image Manipulations. Joy Olagoke

Vault Mechanics
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6. Visual Coding and Algorithmic Manipulations [Part A]

Pseudo code development of a component capable of 3 parametric 
changes.
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Fleeting Moments

Pseudo code

Side

Top

height

rectangle depth

length of slit

Top (2 adjacent 
pieces)

length

Variables of Expansion

a: make rectangle 

a

b: extrude

bc: draw line (slit)

c

The component can be expanded 
exponentially to form a flexi-
ble structure that responds to 
the wind.  When the atmosphere 
is still the structure will be 
closed and a seelingly flat wall 
with slits.  When wind is ac-
tive the slits will open at vari-
ous degrees as a response to the 
changin element.

d: push & pull in 
opposite directions

d

Assignment A6A. Visual Coding and Algorithmic Manipulation. Joy Olagoke15



6. Visual Coding and Algorithmic Manipulations [Part B]

A graphic representation of the component.
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Assignment 6B. Visual Coding and Algorithmic Manipulation. Joy Olagoke1

Surface Manipulations

Fleeting Moments
The parametric surface created from 
the comoponent is placed strategically 
on our studio site; Its erection pres-
ents many opportunites  for  people to 
connect with and view the site as more 
than just, a commuter’s passage. 

|   create & set surface   |
in grasshopper (Gh) 

using Rh surface

make surface in 
Rhino (Rh)

extrude in z 
direction

Thickness

Height

Angle

Variables of Expansion

Component Pseudo Code

Through it’s walls, air flows and the 
seasons change.; wind, snow, reminents 
of fall- leaves, rain and more are in a 
constant transient state. 
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Grasshopper Definition

Assignment 6B. Visual Coding and Algorithmic Manipulation. Joy Olagoke2 18



7. Data Driven Assemblies [Part A]

Analysis of how the component developed in the previous project can fit 
into the context of my studio project, relying on grasshopper for further 
manipulations.
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Above is an illustration of the quick 
moment when snow tranforms between 
solid, liquid and vapour states. In chos-
ing this image, I hope to uncover more 

about snow’s transient truths. 

Assignment 7A. Data Driven Assemblies. Joy Olagoke

Design Speculations

Image Extraction: element state change
snow- the Element

Revisions and Considerations

|   create & set surface   |
in grasshopper (Gh) 

using Rh surface

- Here I will use attractor points to re-
locate to the exact spot where I placed 
my studio project. This time the form 
of my surface will consciously emu-
late the topography lines highlighted 
on the left. 

- May adjust orientation of surface to 
allow for horizontal instead of vertical 
voids; this will let people climb onto 
my construct. 

make surface in 
Rhino (Rh) extrude in z 

direction

Component Pseudo Code
- Originally designed for studio application
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7. Data Driven Assemblies [Part B]

Revisions of the grasshopper definition driven by attractor points and 
image based data.
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This is an illustration of the quick mo-
ment when snow transforms between 
solid, liquid and vapor states. In choos-
ing this image, I hope to uncover more 
about snow’s transient truths. 

What I wanted to do was manipulate 
specific points or bunches of my compo-
nent to respond to different things.  I 
ended up settling for a single attractor 
causing all of my components to move in 
uniform.  There is not enough flexibility 
to this.  I still want to figure that out.

Assignment 7B. Data Driven Assemblies. Joy Olagoke

Extraction Results

Image Extraction: element state change
snow- the Element

|   create & set surface   |
in grasshopper (Gh) 

using Rh surface

The attractor point used is offset from 
the highest topography point at my 
studio projects location.make surface in 

Rhino (Rh) extrude in z 
direction

circles of light

dots of light

points of light

Using image mapping data I was able extract the light points from my image.

Image Mapping

Point  Attractor

Component Pseudo Code
- Originally designed for studio application

  - Will redu code with point starts
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8. The Techtonic

A return to precedent house studies, here looking back at the Gypsy Trail 
Residence by Archi-techtonics. With Charlene Karl.
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Assignment 8. The Techtonic. Charlene Karl and Joy Olagoke

Hallway absences increase and af-
ford interior spaces

  
Axis rotations yield optimal views

Its rectilinear planes conceal an 
organic core

See out but not in with one 
sided views

The core makes the home

GYPSY TRAIL RESIDENCE 

Essence
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9. Situated Assemblies [Part A]

A design solution to mitigate distractions between people inside and 
outside of a glass cornered room. With Rebecca Cey, Ellen Odegaard, 
and Cassidy Westrop.
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9. Situated Assemblies [Part B]

Fabricating the design of another group (MH Squared Design) to test 
legibility and buildability of design solutions. With Rebecca Cey, Ellen 
Odegaard, and Cassidy Westrop.
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FABRICATION ASSIGNMENT 9B

ORIGINAL DESIGN BY 
MH Squared Design

FABRICATION BY STUDIO XY
REBECCA CEY
ELLEN ODEGAARD
JOY OLAGOKE
CASSIDY WESTROP

BASE MODEL
Foam core was cut based on the architectural drawing
set provided by MH Squared Design to reconstruct the eroded
corner. To ensure accuracy Studio XY adjusted dimensions based on first 
hand measurements. Based on the scale of the project designed by MH 
Squared Design, the model was built at a scale of 1:20. The model has 
operable double swing doors so that the client can fully understand the 
capabilities of the design. 

COMPONENTS
The aggregation of the hexagonal module was completed through the 
use of the drawing set provided by MH Squared Design. The hexagonal 
modules are transparent, allowing small clear views between interior and 
exterior, unlike the rest of the surface which is translucent and transfers 
light but obscures detail. The modules are aggregated in such a way that 
they are more densely clustered toward the floor and ceiling and most 
sparse toward the center so they do not reveal any potentially distracting 
views to and from the EVDS room 2160. 

PROCESS
DESIGN EDITS
In the original design by MH Squared Design, the panels were placed in 
front of the existing glass structure. The panels were approximately an 
inch and a half away from the existing glass and attached using a metal 
support rail as well as using the existing door handles. Studio XY edited 
this design as it would impede use of the double swing doors and be-
cause panels of glass in front of panels of glass is redundant. Studio XY 
therefore plans to remove the existing glass. New glass will then be taken 
for processing where the pattern will be sandblasted into the glass. The 
newly sandblasted glass will then be put back into its original location 
and will now provide a screen to prevent distractions for EVDS Room 
2160.
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end.
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